26-23 Clay 22 April

2K 71

next to Texas
KNC 36 N
(01-08-94)
5A 22717

Jeep Cherokee
MK 4-dr

2740 Ranch
PAA
6032 50 cm NE
up 65 cm
Thick @ 50 cm
Chisel over hill
2/3 on block,
glow black

"Too much of your...
You're they wishbone."

Sideways & in

about gone did I
what we even looken
50 - Gol
- Gene Yarn - bounty
- he can have my end

eem

to grand summation.

I urge some local
for themselves

... hot x. manx...

Steve Bruce. Cal. land...

That daily / acid wateel...
one who had collected quits...

'pr' was un

'I tell that up on

of anything they was go's in town...

...and let my 11 all off

it 'va of century

750 votes - me un

just a hundred, me un a top-to-bottom arche

- Riding shot gun: who

wound to say me?
actly away
She on hong any
In Harley they cut show a hon
Folt/a w/em,
not I w an unname
pater @ 10c's 1cctn
Honor Phoebie Long
you 1k acres thinna.

nek of...
Are you thinking...?

...coming like Billy X/ell.

...among all...

Touched upon

Pulpits of sophs
returned (as "said"

\[4\] woman

\[4\] A OCN
Already it has been a crisis that is a well of sin x - 07/11 might declare to be called by its or 11 to LB.

... all watched war very grave, concern, or a help, just stuff.

claim.

@ (made 3 times?)
Joop's
At has to be said
I mean idea in general

r. hand side of U
helm 5 m 6 sec

marched now by two
spectacle or a sea 1 his
paid, paid, To
UPS

Louisville -

never go down into store out ofPennare age

never

D maps etc.

Text based easily
(Farman)

knew no restraint
(until ...)
Dover 4600 AVISA S
Renuka 98055
271-7534

It never yet has.

#30,000 WM M
25,000 PP
ph'copy - Dru Hic

Placed out

A'm 17 a w'nd 10....
raising hell o....
Kalo 'gut a yap
unt within

Conkall
Conkall bel'm. eyes

architecture of page.

ey & echo

earnestly (A 'cello)
drop of over his hidden

annihilate

communion

outcry
S novym godom - svetom - knzem - Kovom!
Danger correspondent

Neil knew who he lacked.

never figured out

were born over

hump Y are hill.

... 00, 00, any day.
get on w/ it.

take my hand Yo

as 00 as 00 can be

name of thing

condition

every waking bit bit

overmuch

magician
But we climbed, only to find ourselves in deeper.

beds: 8" box spring
9" mattress
2/3 - 7" each

9 x 39 x 75

5' isn't worth it even if only small change is involved.
American Truck Spotter's Guide - Tad Brunner
(Motorbooks International)

winders of light

Taff-Taffy

dog-cand Yann

Clean Rite

def - duo . 1st unit of any of this,
of / na / nk boot
Tom Orlan
7 - 527-4811

dr R ut to 65 m-
L on 65 m - 70 15 m
R on 15 m - S. to
Ramina Br - just after
gentle R o Curva NE-
on L, L-shaped bldg -
581 0 - thone by 7-
101 apt - # then
dual apt.

- bring wine

how it appeared (here)

1. ton women
Mocked dragon
cl dlth

... creepy bombardment

I pet wome. Ldlme
to the, I'm ready
to be adventured
under the

Oven hit him.

And how.

Stucco or snow
Bruce wonder o 
Neil & R hands

journey into black/rie 
1 dreams

date many-to

4 years dm. 6"/rd 
(LIMITED 7 evening)
- /ull 1/8 mi, if we 
can)

Bk had! spoken to u, 
which was a relief, 
actly.
an intriguing guy eh...
clonic
sympathetic
Did I say?
Their did I?
(Damn as hotshot)
anything amis of...
way if I cd. Can't, so I won't.

*Symbol L work here*
wing stuff

... emo until smoke.

He deeply wanted to beat it all out with a bottle.

a country school

Me&g supplied, w/ a
cough@ writer's
in our.

+ we got a gun. Whittier.
stupid truck (D says?)
lost home into gather
7 min.

766-6667

Thur's Chad's

Whatever it's about this time?

plane(?)

{to each other

Lake vs Will big man'd
To itself.
be known as Wheeler
- has mushroomed

Egyptian 7 ducks.

Oo sang "oo" as (she)...

oldest winds 7 enterprise

Ancel
Garden:
fertilizer for
- peas 5-10-10
- straws

Beautly plum tree $22.50 R tree 17.25 old
Burlington straws
Tri-Star

blueberries - Olympia

Gravel
Hull, London

Donnie, April

John Zachele (Walla)

aye 6-7 affm

(503) 288-1278

Lindale up grad

Lincoln Mans Plur

Linda Dodd

- wife Sawyer
Until all things change and as I make good
O get it a job
then was oil
might be said to
oldest winds 7 weeks
W. court Ridpath
515 W. Sprague
538-2711
O, Tacoma, 538-3019

Apr 10 in U -
5pm.

5th sales ear [illegible]

# of wine - Counted Gens?

as someone whose name
is 2 4-letter words
"You permit that, eh?"

straight up. (Really? Truly)

for mad dog (give a hard cold to)

sky hosted in snow

clean ice splints

sharp command (Hugh)
'94-5 was weak

'96: $117,000 - tax for house;
rebuild on our:

- short projects: audio edge
  CD-ROM Sky?
  Sea Runner' just

Pascal (NY Yankees) - wet box
saved you 30 yrs.

jump - green

tie Yalk (Hick Yalk)
Plant peas
pots 7 rolls
3 + 1 more
soil 6 boxes
path 3 beds
w/ gravel
plant herbs 3 + 1 more
sent to Bill
measure lawn Ken

10 ft
Chabie 5 x 7 ft
Tee Roll I 2 ft
exit 3 ft (N80°E)
- mid 2 ft
- 1/2 mi
- just 64 ft
- 2
- 1/3 mi to fields
5' x 16'
5' x 4'
4½' x 8'' (507 there)

more: rhododendrons
aphidias
pick: sweep out 07...
bushed

go on 5
now dry g Wynn and
3/4' wall?
5 licks Gia comette
8: Worhen
Linda
- Liz Robertson
844-9473

Ass't M

one of my old stories

anchor

for him...

Humbled
You know, I love you extremely.
Mooney breaks
cut a pop-eyed woman
and her braids like
pumpkins—
flat-squinty.

The notion that we’re
idiot savants 1 seag
which made them
devour their brains—
C! 4 cats they Ed?

mostly larnans
of John Wayne
C. Sher - S. P. 2000
Says 4-7 with a streak of 49 to hold up 2.5 extra # of guys...
Sitting back to give way.

Big bopper of melon that's been a melody (my sense delight to it)

Doctrine (Ears)

It's ed-spel set 1 you spotted him.

ic & ew.
6 - guns & car & quickens

Bare, she...

Damn them, (knee)

day to her -

- canopy

- scar of cortex

- all connections made that ever (were)

- brain is a weapon too

Now write it. It would?

- 1994: source

- sun - one - and

Charalam
on long roads (S. had m (\( \pm \alpha \)) x, SEM \& HC, who

author T... needed to be Y to open Y S his Y x

in the recently re-named Y x/\( \beta \) A

not "Tales"; the 1950 edition

meant: now mo \( \delta m = \gamma \) A

can. Noel... yr 64)

Regularly opened

afterhour =

* all been due...

- campy Y center

- senior forensic
Hard goes nothing from woman
Since the bunny,
Just out of it.

Yesteryday helped
They said and to
not my men may fun
"what, curious self/
poplin rhythm that fall into
his mind

Same song and renew
City response to weather
I tried to drink it from mind

So painfully so.

...God's-cut-up-shaking
...How come... wide

She made me crazy.

Right, what then?
at being away.

She had always liked how he brushed...

& cleaned his pant legs into his eyes so that his head looked slightly wrong.

She kept along with her mother.

She was mostly old people liked. I meant who always had news.
Snoops,
a rather boring city (Vova)

Vacant cons... so Cy

... I speculate other

source.

while we're all on our

damn, we do nicely.

walk if, good damn, my

back you know? it

seafood? 'just...'

a god and it's really or

just away for pretty

it.

What's why'm
Come to see if I
take you with
Did Queen— but he didn't tell me—
I bought lunch. But why!

"And why say you
go on Byco, you
may have noticed
out y—stay, go to—"
And you say?
14" push mower? 2 or 3 mane
elac mud whip desper. for
iyo onions
order gravel?
pea gravel $15.97/pt
2500-700 #1

gray Pontiac hi back
- early 40's set/glasses

chicadee
Rain
Snow from... 000 mi...
6: Gallatin, NV, man
was beyond (37N)
... dead on home.

Total 200

1 builds dirt dam

- Owen-Hugh
en/jtn

like a punctured plush
masonry wedge
Put a little wind, mother, I'm coming home to die.

Arrange all the put on a neatly
ranged a light
Keep
dated out of date by
a decade or so as soon as
it's published.

B had seen to it.

for when we need, Mr. Gants.
Cafe 11, Superbaro Drive
reservation: 260-8023

5 p.m.
1440 University

French U. meet 5th + Y St.

Casa de Bandini
2660 Calhoun St. (Old Town)
297-8211

Carmel's Drive
3946
m. ap. U. on 17th
39Y6 - 5th
542-1001

Motel

Historic Hotel - hour ending
2271 - 1st (Jenifer)

Millenium Theater
The Pines
C - $120
L - $105
Stash - $150
250 trench

2215

$200 check

Carolyn Carlise
assoc. ed. / Penguin
375 Hudson St. NY 10014

Pat Virgin
701 Kattman Blvd #449
(619) 231-2322

Lucinda 3 ERD 179

Pat's age - 692.8550